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II. Motivation 
 

1.  Numerous past efforts to detect exoplanets in radio 
frequencies with various telescopes have proved 
challenging for many reasons[9]-[16] (see figure 1): 
•  Deviations from radiometric Bode’s law and wide 

range of model parameters such as B-field 
strengths may have overestimated expected flux 
densities and resulted in non-ideal observing setup 

•  unfavorable orbital phase, beaming angles and 
inclinations, and observing parameters 

2.  Successful detection requires –  
•  Continuous, wide-field, and high-sensitivity  

monitoring (increase collecting area through 
larger arrays with wide-field antenna elements) 

•  Wide frequency coverage esp. lower frequencies 
•  Wide range of timescales 
•  Mitigation of imaging artifacts from sidelobes 

(low, smooth sidelobes obtained by dense filling 
factors) as well as RFI 

III. Technological Challenges 
 

1.  Computational costs scale as N2 for large arrays – 
thus expensive for large-N arrays 

2.  Due to likely bursty nature of radio emission, long 
integrations may not be useful and thus advantage in 
traditional techniques is further reduced 

3.  Enormous data rates with existing techniques 

IV. EPIC -- Novel imaging architecture[18][19] 

 
•  Calibrate and project antenna voltages onto a grid 
•  Apply spatial FFT on the gridded antenna voltages and square to 

obtain images identical to those from traditional methods 
•  Avoid expensive antenna cross-correlations that scale as N2 in 

traditional methods[17] 

•  Imaging[18][19], calibration[20] and time-domain strengths 
demonstrated on data from LWA1 and LWA-OV (see figures 2 
and 3) 

Future Plans: NSF ATI grant pending for deployment on 
LWA station at Sevilleta, NM. Stay tuned! 
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Fig. 2. All-sky image from 
LWA-OV data using EPIC. 
Radio sources Cas A and Cyg A, 
and the Galactic plane are 
clearly visible. A transient RFI 
source is highlighted by the red 
circle. 

Fig. 3. Light curve of the 
transient RFI source noted in 
figure 2 obtained from LWA-
OV data using EPIC imaging 
(in black) and noise level from 
a nearby pixel (in gray). 
Temporal resolution is 4 ms. 

1.  Enables continuous, wide-field coverage with large 
arrays of high sensitivity 
ü  Monitor as well as search for hundreds to 

thousands of exoplanet systems simultaneously 
ü  Large collecting area enables deeper searches and 

more classes of exoplanet systems 
2.  For dense arrays, costs scale as low as N	  log(N)	  <<	  N2 

(see figure 4) 

ü  Architecture, analysis infrastructure for large 
dense arrays (e.g. LWA-OV v2.0, SKA, HERA) 

3.  Wide range of timescales 
ü  Expand parameter space along time axis – orbital 

phase, burst time scales, etc. 
4.  Stokes I, Q, U, V (circular polarization) 

ü  Stokes V reduces source confusion in the field 
ü  Enables deeper searches, more exoplanet classes  

5.  Economic data rates (see Table 1) 
6.  Instantaneous calibrated images at no extra cost 
7.  Optimum images even with inter-antenna variations 

V. Advantages of EPIC  

Grieβmeier et al. (2007) 

Thyagarajan et al. (2017) 
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I. Scientific justification 

 
1.  Radio frequencies provide new window for 

exoplanet detection because unlike poor contrast 
between host star and planet in optical/IR imaging,  
interaction between stellar wind and exoplanet 
magnetosphere is expected to result in strong radio 
emission[1]-[8] 

2.  Study of planet magnetosphere physics 
3.  Exoplanet magnetosphere could inform about 

habitability because:  
•  Magnetosphere properties tell us about interior 

composition 
•  Magnetosphere helps deflect stellar winds 

 
 


